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Incubators / Labspace

- 3RD Ward
- Alexandria Center for Life Science
- Alpha One Labs
- Audubon Biomedical Science & Technology Park
- Brooklyn Army Terminal/BioBat
- Collab
- DUMBO Incubator

- Genspace
- NY Designs
- NYC Resistor
- NYU-Poly Varick Street Incubator
- Protovore Partners
- SUNY Downstate Advanced Biotechnology Park
- Zahn Center for Entrepreneurship
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Accelerators

- BioAccelerate Prize
- Blueprint Health
- DreamIt Ventures
- Entrepreneur Roundtable
- FinTech
- First Growth Venture Network
- NY Digital Health Accelerator
- NYC ACRE
- Startup Health Academy
- Tech Stars
- Welltech Funding
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- **Accelerators: PROS & CONS**

**PROS**
- Dynamic Environments
- Mentorship
- Credibility
- Resources | Support
- Ecosystem
- Industry Specific

**CONS**
- Rigid Methodology | Formula
- Giving up Equity Stake
- Reputation
- Sustainability
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Government / Economic Development

- Economic Incentives information
- ESD Start-up assistance guide
- Pilot Health Tech NYC
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Angel Investors

- 37 Angels
- ARC Angel Fund
- Astia
- Big Red Venture Fund at Cornell University
- Elm Street Ventures
- Empire Angels
- Footbridge Partners
- Genacast Ventures
- Golden Seeds
- HBS Angels of NY
- Launch Capital
- Lempert Family Foundation
- Life Sciences Angel Network
- Long Island Angel Network
- LSAN
- Mid-Atlantic Bio Angels
- NY Angels
- NYC Seed
- Paladin Capital Group
- Quentin Road Ventures
- Soundboard Angel Fund
- Topstone Angels
- Tri-State Ventures
- Vedanta Capital
- Veziris Ventures
- Volcano Cap
- WFD Ventures
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Crowdfunding

• Christie Steet
• CROWDFUNDx
• Health Tech Hatch
• iCrowd

• Kickstarter
• MedStartr
• Poliwogg
• Rocket Hub

• Seed Invest
• Startup Addict
• WeFunder
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Finding Events in NYC
Stay Current and Keep Learning!

NYC Tech Connect’s Executives in Residence
Jerry Korten, Howard B. Johnson and Dr. Elma Hawkins

Follow their weekly EIR blog at
http://blog.nyctechconnect.com/

Follow @EIRforNYC
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stay connected.

Follow @nyc_techconnect
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